Principles for discharging patients from acute care: a scoping review of policy
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INTRODUCTION
In the United Kingdom (UK), patient discharge from hospital remains a topical issue having received intense media reporting during 2016 drawing the public attention to an unfolding crisis (Divya, in International Business Times, 2016). High patient volumes, poor patient flow through Accident and Emergency Departments (A&E) created chaos and inability to meet longstanding four-hour treatment targets (NHS Plan, Department of Health, 2000). To positively influence the crisis in A&E’s is dependent on other areas of the hospital efficiently discharging patients to maintain patient flow (Royal College of Physicians (RCP), Toolkit 2, 2011). Acute Medicine Units (AMUs) are a significant part of the services that treat large volumes of patients, who present to hospital as an emergency (RCP), 2007, 2011) and are a growing area of practice reported globally (Jenkins, Barton et al, 2010). In both A&E’s and AMUs staff report feeling pressured to ‘move or discharge patients earlier than desired’ (Hoyle and Grant, 2015). Despite the reforms in emergency healthcare delivery, there remain critical issues with discharging patients from hospital (National Audit Office, 2016, House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts, 2016). ‘Poor communication, information sharing and shared decision making’, are just a few of the problems highlighted at the point of patient admission to hospital (Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman, 2016).

The longstanding principle that continues to proliferate the literature states that discharge planning should ‘begin on admission’ to hospital and be reviewed throughout the inpatient stay (Atwal, 2002). Nevertheless, the
The process of admission to hospital has changed beyond all recognition in the last ten years (NHS England, 2014, NHS England, 2015, Atwal et al, 2012) such that admitting acutely ill medical patients to hospital is no longer conducted on most in-patient wards; having become the domain of AMUs (RCP, 2007). The length of patient stay in hospital are getting shorter and services previously reliant upon beds are now delivering care in ambulatory, intermediate or outpatient settings (RCP, 2014). Such changes separate the process of patient assessment/admission from in-patient wards adding in a new, albeit brief ‘assessment’ stage in the patient’s care pathway. Frequent patient transfers from AMUs to other areas, have the potential to fragment the transfer of information from the admission and discharge process (Groene et al, 2012). Thus potentially creating some of the problems reported in the press that require improvement (Diva, 2016).

Currently new policy guidance (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence NICE, NG: 27, 2015) focuses on predominantly on improving the transfer of older people to other care settings (e.g., to intermediate care facilities), while guidance for discharging patients (directly home) from acute settings such as AMUs is not developing so explicitly. Moreover, with our ageing population, patient complexity; policies are increasing and the guidance for this is extensive (British Geriatrics Society: The Silver Book, 2012, Edmans et al, 2013, RCP, Toolkit 3, 2012, Department of Health (DH), 2007, 2011, 2013, Age Concern, 2015). This creates the myriad of patient discharge policies developed for in-patient and rehabilitation wards, (DH, 2003, DH, 2004, DH, 2010). Deciphering what are the most appropriate actions to ensure safe patient discharge from AMUs is consequently very challenging due the enormous difference in setting, predominantly created by the short proximity in time between admission and discharge (RCP, 2007, RCP Toolkit 3, 2012). Ultimately there remains a gap in guidance to support the large volumes of patients attending AMUs to ensure patient discharge is safely expedited.

This article presents a Scoping Review of patient discharge policy and guidance across the UK from 2002 to 2016 which has been examined,
analysed and interpreted through Arksey and O'Malley's, systematic approach (2005). This scoping review is specifically concerned with developing appropriate guidance to support the safe discharge of patients from AMUs.

Note: Patient discharge is the term used throughout to indicate discharge out of hospital to end point destination. The term ‘Transfer’ is used throughout in relation to the policies and guidance where patients are transferred to another care setting, prior to their end point destination, e.g. for intermediate care. Both types of patient would however be discharged or transferred in accordance with a discharge Policy. Whereas internally transferred patients going to another ward in the hospital are transferred in accordance with a Transfer Policy.

**Acute Medicine Units and discharge planning**
AMUs in the UK specialise in the initial assessment, diagnosis, stabilization and subsequent discharge or transfer of patients (RCP, 2007). They facilitate an enormous throughput of patients. While AMUs adhere to treatment national quality targets (Society for Acute Medicine, 2012), the four-hour target (NHS Plan, 2000) is not relevant as most AMUs accommodate patients for up to 72 hours (RCP, Toolkit 2, 2011).

**AIM**
To identify relevant national discharge policies and guidance to critically consider them with particular reference to developing bespoke principles to guide clinical practitioners in the delivery of safe, effective patient discharge from AMUs.

**METHODS**
**Scoping Review**
Arksey and O'Malley’s (2005) five-stage framework widely used in policy reviews has been used (Levac, Colquhoun et al, 2010). Each stage was conducted using relevant retrieval methods to ensure objectivity within the framework (Daudt, Mossel et al, 2013).
Scoping studies have been defined as having several functions; they with contextualize a breadth of knowledge on a given topic and map the key concepts/resources to establish gaps and overlaps in policy or practice maybe (Anderson et al, 2008, Levac and Colquhoun et al, 2010).

The stages of the framework and retrieval methods used within each stage are detailed here:

1. Identifying the review questions: four broad questions were formed to frame the review based on the target population, intervention, comparison and outcome (PICO) approach (Fineout-Overholt & Johnston 2005) as recommended in a critique of Arksey and O’Malley’s methodology (Anderson, 2008).

2. Identifying relevant studies: potentially relevant policies to include in the review were identified using an inclusion and exclusion criteria (Evidence for Policy Practice Information, EPPI, 2010) to encompass the topic, population, setting, discharge process and standards.

3. Study selection: the ECLIPSE framework was used (Wildridge and Bell, 2004) to enable the systematic recording and scrutiny of the detail within policies (n=28).

4. Charting the data: Commonalities and differences in the 28 policies were identified and mapped using a matrix approach to identify overlaps and gaps across the policies. The ten discharge process steps/principles from within the English Policy (DH, 2010) were used as the ‘indicators’ as they principles use commonly within acute policy in the NHS.

5. Collating, summarizing and reporting the results: this was conducted using a Policy Analysis Template (online resource, combat poverty, 2006) to provide a consistent organization to identify and extract policy characteristics. Whilst the aim was not to provide weighting or impact of the policy, it did provide clarity regarding findings and issues arising.
An additional optional framework stage (6) of ‘Consultation’ was not adopted, however a multi-disciplinary practice based task and finish group of clinical staff was convened at the outset of the review process, Stage 0 (Levac et al, 2010).

**Stage 0 - The task and finish group**
The task and finish group comprised six staff from with expertise in patient discharge namely, capacity manager, nurse manager, discharge coordinator, physiotherapist, Consultant Geriatrician and Social Worker employed in acute care within an NHS Hospital Trust in the UK. The group’s function and remit is listed below,

1. Decide the scope of policy to be included in the review
2. Agree the use of the ten core principles for charting (DH, 2010)
3. Devise the inclusion and exclusion criteria and search terms
4. The focus of the search and rationale

The challenges surrounding each area 1 to 4 are illuminated:

1. The scope of potential policy spanned health and social care, which was narrowed by distinguishing between simple and complex discharges (Dyer and Temple, Chapter 6, p98; Lees, 2007). Complex discharges were regarded as outside the function of an AMU so the policy scope was narrowed to only include ‘simple discharges’ (DH, 2004a).
2. Members of the group stated that ten principles within the English Policy (DH, 2010) were largely ignored quoting ‘they don’t represent operational reality in an AMU’. For example, the group instead described specific behaviours ‘that make patient discharge work’ in AMU. This provided real life perspectives on ‘what really happens in practice’ enhancing the overall contextual focus and purpose of the Scoping review. Nevertheless, as the ten principles (DH, 2010) are adopted widely in hospital policies, they were deemed suitable for use as a baseline with the ‘Charting’ stage of the Scoping review process.
(3) The group expressed concerns that the integration of specialist policies (e.g., mental health and safeguarding) ‘must not elongate’ the discharge process from AMU’s. Some specialist patient groups (e.g., homeless) however, were included to incorporate aspects related to patient safety and represent the diversity of patients seen in an AMU.

(4) Financial assessment and comprehensive assessment of older patients on admission to AMU evoked most disagreement amongst group members. The majority of members however, unequivocally contested both aspects, as issues that could ‘wait’ until the patient was transferred out of AMU. This aspect indicates that some patient discharge guidance, given the context of an AMU is inappropriate for the setting.

**Stage 1 – policy review questions**
The following four questions were developed to guide the policy review process aided by the PICO development framework namely, Population, Intervention, Control and Outcome (Fineout-Overholt & Johnston 2005) described within table 1.

Insert Table 1 here

1. What if any, national discharge planning policy exists across the UK to guide the discharge of patients from acute areas/acute medicine units?

2. What are the fundamental components, similarities and differences identified throughout the UK discharge policies?

3. What if any, are the key recommendations regarding the risk assessment of patients to be discharged from acute care?

4. What if any, commonalities from the scoping review could be integrated to revise the principles of discharge practice for AMUs?
Stage 2 – identify relevant studies

Search rationale
Included policies were, acute care, safeguarding, homeless and dementia patients. Excluded policies were, mental health\(^1\), commissioning, complex discharge and social care.

Search strategy
2002 was selected as the starting point for this scoping review following the plethora of policy generated for discharge at this time.

The search term “Patient Discharge” was identified as the only term within the Medical Subject Heading Index (MeSH, 2016) and is defined as;

“The administrative process of discharging the patient, live or dead from hospitals or other health facilities”

This MESH term was used throughout the review to retain clarity regarding the interpretation of ‘discharge’ - namely, ‘patients who are discharged from and subsequently leave hospital’ (Davis et al, 2005). This is emphasized because new terms are being promulgated by policy makers globally such as, ‘transfer of care’, which can give rise to misunderstanding especially in an AMU where ‘patient transfers’ to in-patients wards and other settings (intermediate) are another different - yet integral part of its workload (Lees, 2012, Lees, 2013, DH, 2014).

Web search and search terms
The Evidence Services Health Information Resources within the Health Management Information Consortia (HMIC) and specialist society websites were searched. Seven searches were conducted with different combinations of the terms as listed:

- Patient discharge and adults
- Patient discharge and acute hospital

\(^1\) Staff in AMU need a ‘knowledge of’ in-reach/liaison teams to instigate a specialist review, rather than ‘specialist knowledge
- Patient discharge and discharge process
- Patient discharge and acute care
- Patient discharge and emergency care, not elective
- Patient discharge and homeless
- Patient discharge and dementia

Inclusion and exclusion criteria for key terms were developed using guidance from the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information – coordinating centre (EPPi, 2010), which encompasses (1) topic, (2) population and (3) setting (Table, 2).

Insert table 2 here

**Stage three – policy selection**

The ECLIPSe \(^{2}\) framework (Wildridge and Bell, 2004) was used to systematically identify and extract the most pertinent aspects within the policy (Table, 3). In addition, to ensure the interpretation of simple discharge was consistent across the policies reviewed, a definition for simple and complex patient discharge was applied (Dyer and Temple, in Lees 2007).

Table 3 insert here

**Stage four – charting the data**

Following agreement from the task and finish group (stage 0) the English policy principles (Ready to Go?, DH, 2010) were used as the baseline for the comparison and contrasting of commonalities across the UK policies. The rationale being that the discharge principles from each of the four UK discharge policies are a common theme (NHS Wales, 2013, Scottish Health Executive, 2009, Health Services Executive, 2014); these were charted in Excel (Mac) using a matrix approach (Table 4).

---

\(^{2}\) ECLIPSe is an established framework to guide policy review - expectation, client group, location, impact, professional, service and evaluation.
While stages 4 & 5 are reported separately (as per Scoping Framework) the summary of the data to be ‘charted’ actually occurred iteratively and simultaneously on the policy reporting templates (stage 5). This involved moving between the stages 4 & 5 to fully inform the charting process. Hence, this enabled interpretation of the similarities across the 28 policies, using the topic expertise of the lead author. For example; estimating dates for discharge is a core principle within the English Policy (DH, 2010), but this is also called ‘predicting dates for discharge’ (NHS Wales 2013, NLAIH, 2007), Estimating lengths of stay (Health Services Executive, 2008), ‘anticipated discharge date’ (Scottish Health Executive, 2009); all of which can be interpreted as the day/date in which the patient is estimated to be able to go home. Once similarities were identified, these were underlined and noted in order to reduce overlaps across the core principles. This process was repeated iteratively for each of the principles identified within the UK Policies, which helped to identify new aspects policy and the summary of results (Table 4).

Insert table 4 here

RESULTS
Stage five: collating, summarizing and reporting the results

The process of summarising in-depth qualitative data from within each policy was carried out using nine key questions from a policy analysis template, (Combat Poverty, on line resource, 2006) to assist in understanding the policy contribution or contradictions. The diversity of policy, which included many examples of locality specific practice, service developments and strategic objectives (to mention a few) made the summary of data onerous.

Nine key questions to summarize the policy

1. Policy Title
2. What are the key facts?
3. What are they points made?
4. What are the key policies in the area?
5. Has the policy identified the key problem?
6. What is the discharge process?
7. List the other organisations with interest in the topic
8. What is the key policy contribution?
9. What are the actions?

**Review question 1:** What if any national discharge planning policy exists across the UK to guide the discharge of patients from acute areas/acute medicine units?

This review established that a plethora of discharge policy exists, albeit its primary focus is outside the scope of an AMU. In summary, there were 248 policies/guidelines located and logged (from 2002 – 2016). Each abstract/executive summary from the 249 policies was appraised alongside the inclusion/exclusion criteria (Eppi, 2010). Only 78 policies were considered to fulfil most of the review inclusion requirements, these were retrieved in full and screened via the index and content listing. 34 of the 78 policies were removed at this stage when it was established they were intended for service development, commissioning or were locality specific policy. The remaining 44 policies were read in full, summarised and with the aid of the focus provided the ECLIPSe framework a further 17 were removed. The removed rationale for removing the 17 papers is detailed in table 5.

Insert table 5 here

Only 27 policies were retained at the time of the original search (see Prisma chart) plus 1, published during the course of the review bringing the total to 28, the process is illustrated on the PRISMA flow diagram (Moher et al, 2009).

Insert Prisma Diagram here

The 28 included Policies are listed in Table 6.

Insert table 6 here
**Review question 2:** What are the fundamental components, similarities and differences identified throughout the UK discharge policies?

English discharge policy (DH, 2010) was used as a baseline to chart the principles/process steps across the core UK policies. Extrapolating, charting and interpreting the data revealed subtle and confusing differences in the terminology. For some components such as, ‘carer involvement’ it was ambiguous as to whether it was a separate step or intended to be included within several steps.

The approach taken by Scotland policy forms the greatest divergence from English, Irish and Welsh policy guidance; it comprises of a best practice template to be populated locally by service providers (SIGN 128, 2012). The similarities according to the frequency of reoccurring themes and differences were noted in Table 7.

Insert Table 7 here

**Review question 3:** What if any, are the key recommendations regarding the risk assessment of patients to be discharged from acute care?


The policies/guidelines indicate that some words have become out-dated, such as ‘single’ (DH, 2002), which is generally replaced with ‘unified, integrated or shared’, to indicate a holistic process of assessment takes
places between service users (patients) and professionals (NICE, NG: 27, 2015, DH, 2014).

Recent policy guidance, however, does signpost specific considerations as principles for managing patient assessment in emergency care. Emergency care is comprised of A&E, known as ‘Emergency Department’ with the usual services within. These principles were the most cognisant for patient discharge from AMU namely;

- Planning should begin as soon as possible
- Comprehensive Geriatric Assessment should be ‘triggered’
- The appropriate timings of assessments
- Consider the types of teams who are best placed to assess
- The use of validated assessment tools to assess risk
- Consider the types of services needed out of hours to support discharge
- Care management after discharge.


Relevant specialist guidance from the Alzheimer’s Society, stated their discharge process must include:

- An assessment of the persons needs, living environment and support network
- Provision of a written care plan for the patient/carer on discharge
- Check to see if any services are required to re-instate on discharge
- Referral for assessment for possible continuing health needs
- The allocation of designated nurse, keyworker or social worker.


Specialist guidance for homeless patients noted the key stages of a discharge pathway as:
• Identification of homelessness status on admission
• Responding to a housing need – through appropriate contacts
• Ensuring a safe discharge with understanding of needs

Page 5, Key stages of a discharge pathway for homeless people, St Mungos, 2012.

In summary, the most wide-ranging best practice guidance regarding risk assessment was located, namely, The Silver Book (British Geriatrics Society, Intercollegiate Colleges, 2012). This book is an amalgamation of specialist assessments predominantly but not exclusively aimed at the needs of older people in emergency care; it contains six principles and twenty standards. Unlike other best practice guidance it advocates comprehensive risk assessment for discharge, suggesting a validated risk assessment for older people (Edmans, et al, 2011), namely Identification of Seniors at Risk (ISAR). Nonetheless, the problem with any risk assessment in a highly pressurised acute environment, such as AMU, is deciding what to include in the assessment, when and where is best to undertake this (Edmans, 2011, Edmans et al, 2013, Davis et al, 2005).

**Review Question 4:** What if any, commonalities from the scoping review could be integrated to revise the principles of discharge practice for AMUs?

The general commonalities throughout the policies are summarised below as;

• Timely patient assessment is essential – the corner stone to good practice
• Communication & documentation – for every aspect of discharge practice
• Sharing and the transfer of information – ‘transfer into / out of hospital’
• Patient & carer involvement – on admission and for all changes/decisions
• Discharge coordination via discharge coordinators.
These commonalities were used a structure to create six principles, each with relevant sub steps, which describe the pertinent tasks to safely expedite patient discharge from AMUs (Table, 8). This new approach provides more detail than the original Ten Policy Steps (DH, 2010), it integrates the key points from the discharge & transfer guidance (NICE, NG: 27, 2015) and major patient discharge concerns with recent UK reports (NAO, 2016, Public Accounts Committee, 2016).

The first draft of the discharge principles was circulated for patient and public feedback during 2016 to the membership of the Hospital’s Clinical Research Ambassadors Group (CRAG). Comments received were considered in order to enhance the functionality of the principles and patient/carer interface, the points denoted in blue font are those added as a consequence of the consultation undertaken.

Bespoke discharge principles for AMUs: insert table 8 here

DISCUSSION
Over the last 13 years health policies have gradually started to integrate broader political and social issues within discharge planning policy, which reflects the increasing complexities of patient care/needs (DH, 2007, The Silver Book, 2012, BMA, 2014, NICE NG: 27, 2015). There are many variances in phraseology in patient discharge policy, which makes policy incredibly onerous to interpret/decipher; especially in relation to an AMU environment when considering what is most appropriate for the diverse range of patients seen. Hence condensing and interpretation of the significant points from policy has proved to be an essential part of the scoping process.

There are similarities in the types of patients seen in both areas AMU and ED, however there is a huge difference in length of patient stay (4 hours to 72 hours), in this additional time AMUs start the discharge assessment process, which maybe continued if the patient is transferred internally to another ward, or speedily concluded if the patient is discharged. This is where principles (The Silver Book, 2012) for discharge are appropriate but required more
information to guide busy practitioners.
The involvement of a task and finish group, was regarded by the lead author as a critical step, to complement the Arksey and O’Malley scoping framework (2005) to gain the understandings and interpretation of a wider multidisciplinary approach. The involvement of the patient and public ambassadors in reviewing the final principles enabled a pragmatic workable perspective into discharge principles for AMUs. They decided that ‘policy may inform practice, but in reality, policy in practice is substantiated through contingencies adopted by clinical staff’.

The policy analysis template (Combat Poverty, 2006) echoes this point with the emphasis on what is ‘workable’ is most likely to be useful and adopted in practice.

**What do these principles add?**
These discharge principles synthesise the most relevant aspects from 28 discharge policies to add a specific focus upon the fundamentals of best patient discharge practice for staff working in an AMU or highly acute patient environment. They incorporate an important link to the acute hospital-wide discharge process, to promote patient flow/capacity. This aspect is critical to the functioning of and credibility of an AMU. If these were adopted by AMUs nationally, they would reduce the variation in discharge practice, which could be further integrated within hospital quality standards and thus also improve safety for patient discharge.

**What are the consequences for clinical practice?**
The application of the bespoke principles should empower AMU staff to focus upon the relevant and high priority actions, which underpin safe yet expedited patient discharges. These principles offer a standard for the quality of patient discharge that should be provided within an AMU to achieve ‘seamless practice’ (page 7, point 7, Public Accounts Committee, 2016). It is anticipated that a better quality of discharge will be achieved through less issues raised by patients and carers e.g., ‘briefly review the discharge plan involving patients and carers’ (point 3). Likewise, the communication and sharing of
information e.g., ‘clarification of services to be reinstated’ (point, 6) should improve ‘integrated and closer working’ from AMUs to primary care to reduce the number of failed discharges, at the point of discharge, from AMUs (NG: 27, 2015, Public Accounts Committee, 2016).

CONCLUSION

Current UK discharge policy provides little specific accessible guidance for clinical staff expediting patient discharge from AMUs. Complexity across the UK discharge policies is created by its breadth and overlaps. This creates bewilderment regarding how it all fits together to form a coherent process and leads up to the point of patient discharge. If current policy is left unchanged, it requires deciphering by clinical staff, in order to be of any practical use in an AMU. Henceforward, the Scoping review has enabled the breadth of relevant policy to be examined to reveal the fundamental aspects of the discharge process, most relevant to AMUs. Given the very large volumes of patients who are assessed, admitted and subsequently discharged from AMUs on a daily basis, revisiting the discharge policy/principles used in AMUs would seem to be a reasonable first step to improving the patient experience of discharge.
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